misterfengshui.com 風水先生

Newsletter volume 9th Sept –Oct 8th 2006-The Chinese Month of Rooster

FREE FENG SHUI ITEMS- misterfengshui will give away items such as Chinese
Paintings, Decorative Ornaments, Figurines every month for newsletter subscribers (up
to five per month while stock last)-check out our newsletter for winners! This month
winners are:
Ada Kong (Hong Kong)
Abdul Manjid (Malaysia)
Jaswan Singh (India)
Theresa Bladwin (UK)
Ronnie Stewart (Utah,USA)
Please forward me your full and accurate address and allow time for delivery!

SHUI--External
FENG SHUI
Any big or dying trees nearby?
Too big of a tree will create excessive Yang energies because anything that is excessive
in any dimension is considered to attract ‘unkind’ energies that disrupt otherwise
‘kind’ energies. What should you do with big tress? You need to handle them with
care so as not to offend your local authorities. Trimming it is the best solution. What if
the tree is dying? Dying trees are believed to radiate ‘unkind’ energies that might slow
down a person’s life progress. If you have not already purchased such a house, I would
advise you not to as it would affect a person’s well-being. In case you have already
resided there for some time, you should place a cup of water facing such a tree if you
cannot get rid of it. The water element is said to drain off the unkind energies radiated
by dying trees.
Lamp post facing your main door?
Nearby lamp posts or sharp objects directly facing your house are believed to bring in
‘unkind energies’ that might affect a person’s health, thereby causing headaches,
migraines and minor foot and hand related accidents. Solving such ‘headaches’
requires the basic 5-elements theory solutions.
Is a construction site in the vicinity?
Major health problems are caused by construction sites. Construction sites not only
attract ‘unkind energies’ to the house, but the sound of drilling and demolitions, as
well as dusty debris, are also bad for a person’s health. Again, I would recommend the
use of the 5-elements theory to counter the unkind energies.
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Relatio ship Feng Shuii
Want to start a new relationship?
If you are still alone and want to bring in more opposite sex friends and
start dating then your bed or office desk should be facing the West
sector. Additionally, place red or pink colored items there to
strengthen the relationship energies.

Want to get married?
Of course, you need to have dates or a steady boyfriend in order to get
to the next stage, marriage! If you are eager to get married but find it
hard to make progress, try this one: In the Northwest sector of your
house, place a pair of Mickey and Minnie, or any pair of dolls (female
and male), with red or pink colors. Of course, you can also place a
photo of you and your boyfriend in a red or pink colored picture frame.

Want to conceive or do family planning?
In order to tap into such energies, you should place green and red
colored items in the Northwest sector to strengthen the 9-star that
governs this category. If you are not planning to have a newborn, you
should avoid placing such an item. Instead, you should choose brown
or yellow colored items to drain off such energies.

Want to foster a better relationship at work?
In your workplace, you can place a small water plant or a cup of
clean water in the West sector to foster a better relationship with
colleagues. Doing so will also decrease the chances of
misunderstanding and office politics.

FACE Reading
Round Chin
This person is said to have strong family values and leadership skills. Such person
will gain trust and respect from kids and subordinates.
Sharp/pointy Chin
This person is the analytical type; this person is demanding yet creative,
nevertheless lacking the stamina or persistence to succeed. As opposed to round
chin, this person does not have strong family values. Such person is likely to be
lonesome in the late years.
Square Chin
Such person is an action type person that will not take no for an answer. Such
person is active, love sports, and with such a chin is equipped with stamina and
persistent to succeed.
Square Chin with bulging Jawbones sideways
Person with such jawbones are ruthless and ungrateful. This person will go all out
to get what he or she wants. Such fixtures are revengefiul, vindictive,
narrow-minded and selfish.
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Learn Basic Chinese Metaphysic
-continue from previous newsletter
(5) Five (Mou) 戊, Yang Earth
A strong Earth will block water from flowing through. A weak Earth energy will be
drained away if it produces Metal. Yang Earth will require Yang Wood to unleash the
energies.
Symbolic: Walls, concrete, loyal and trustworthy
(6) Six (Kei) 己, Yin Earth
This small garden earth will require Fire to keep its glory. A weak Earth if meet with
Water and Metal will require the existence of Yang Fire as well.
Symbolic: Garden soil, give live to greens, intact and keep promise.
(7) Seven (Kang) 庚, Yang Metal
This Yang Metal requires Yang Fire to keep its purity and identity.
Water will drown Metal.
Symbolic: Axe, unbending and firm, proactive and vocal.

Too much of

(8) Eight (San) 辛, Yin Metal
This is opposite of Yang Metal which it will not need Yang Fire but wet Earth to
nurture.
Symbolic: Jewelry, gold alike, willing to lend a helping hand
(9) Nine (Yam) 壬, Yang Water
Ocean water that need Fire and Earth to sustain its glory.
Symbolic: Ocean water, integrity and giving
(10) Ten (Kwai) 癸, Yin Water
A moist or rainwater that is rather weak, it is unique stem by itself. It will keep all
things alive even though it is weak in nature.
Symbolic: Rain drops, creative and smart
Two Characters
Every term –year, month, day and time is represented by two Chinese characters
乙酉. The first character 乙 is written in top, that is called is termed as ‘heavenly
stem’, while the second character 酉 is written underneath, is termed as ‘earthly
branch’ –that for the year 2005, as for 2006 is represented by 丙戌 ..
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Life Reading Made Easy
Please find below the formation of four pillars of life.
丙 Fire 3

辛 Metal 8

庚 Metal 7

甲 Wood 1

申 Metal I

未 Earth H

午 Fire G

申 Metal I

And the relationship of day element (You) and others.
A Metal Person
Relationship

Element
Metal

Self

Earth

Mother (Yan)

Support, Dependable Resources

Wood

Wife, father (Choy)

Fortune, wealth

Superior/Job (Koon)

Status, power

Children (Siong)

Ideas, expression

Fire
Water

(Peer)

Significance
Competition, Colleagues, siblings

Some of the best combination one can have in life porfolio
Chinese Months

English Month

Best Element

Tiger 寅 C

January

Yang Fire Stem 丙 3

Rabbit 卯 D

February

Water, Fire Branch

Dragon 辰 E

March

Water Stem, Yang Wood Stem
甲 1

Snake 巳 F

April

Water branch

Horse 午 G

May

Water branch

Goat 未 H

June

Water branch

Monkey 申 I

July

Water/Fire

Roaster 酉 J

August

Fire branch

Dog 戌 K

September

Fire branch, Yang Wood stem
甲 1

Boar 亥 L

October

Fire branch/stem

Rat 子 A

November

Fire branch/stem

Cow 丑 B

December

Fire branch/stem

Please write to editor@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!
-Kerby Kuek
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